Despite the Italian denomination, the workshop is highly international with frequent contributions from researchers from various European countries.
The 2013 edition of Wivace was held on July 1-2 at the University of Milan-Bicocca in Milan, as a satellite workshop of the 2013 conference on Unconventional Computation & Natural Computation (UCNC 2013) and co-located with Computability in Europe (CiE 2013).
Wivace 2013 provided an opportunity for researchers in AL, EC and Complex Systems to present relevant novel research in a strongly multidisciplinary context. The Italian word 'vivace' means 'lively' and this word describes well the general atmosphere of the event, indicating a bright future for the Wivace series.
Four different sessions, including the invited talks by Wim Hordijk, Alberto D'Onofrio and Enrico Formenti, were organized: 'Origin of life and synthetic biology', 'Complex systems: modeling, simulation and theory', 'Bioinformatics and Systems Biology' and 'Bioinspired and evolutionary computation'.
This Special Issue contains the revised and extended versions of a selection of the best contributions presented at Wivace 2013, as well as invited articles from former Wivace contributors, invited speakers and researchers maintaining strong contact with the community. 17 papers, including invited contributions, were accepted for the presentation at Wivace 2013 and in the successive publication in the Electronic Proceedings in Theoretical Computer Science (EPTCS, volume 130).
From these contributions, 8 were selected for the submission of an extended and revised version to this Special Issue and 3 further articles were independently submitted, resulting in the total of 11 submitted papers.
After the peer-review process, 9 papers were accepted for publication.
The special issue includes the following articles. We finally want to thank all the people that made this Special Issue possible.
First of all, we thank the Natural Computing editors in chief, Grzegorz Rozenberg, Thomas Back, Joost Kok, and the whole NaCo Editorial Office, for the friendly and careful assistance in the preparation of this volume.
We are grateful to the Department of Informatics, Systems and Communication of the University of Milan-Bicocca and its pricelessly efficient administrative offices.
Warm thanks goes to Marco Antoniotti, Roberto Serra, Marco Villani, Chiara Damiani, Alessandro Filisetti and Stefano Cagnoni for their precious support and encouragement.
Finally, we deeply thank all the authors for their contributions and the reviewers for their invaluable help and involvement in the selection process.
